Thermalabs Introduces a New Mini Airbrush Kit
Thermalabs today introduced a brand-new airbrushing kit and professional makeup
gun
July 13, 2017 (FPRC) -- Thermalabs has today introduced a brand-new airbrushing kit. The new
product, known as the Thermalabs Inagua system, is a comprehensive kit that’s designed for use
with makeup application, nail art, body art, car decoration, and cake decoration among others. The
firm said that its new Inagua machine is ideal for both novice and professional artists more so within
the cosmetics market.
Thermalabs is a leading provider of cosmetics lotions and self-tanning accessories. The company is
widely known due to its production of highly organic and natural tanners. Thermalabs opened its
doors some three years ago, starting out with a primary tanning lotion that was known as the original
self-tanner. Created from organic ingredients such as Green Tea, Aloe Vera and Olive Oil, this
product was a major hit in the market. It managed to sell over 10,000 units within its first week in the
market and propelled the new company to industry limelight. Following the extraordinary
performance of its pilot releases, Thermalabs received a lot of positive coverage from industry blogs
and media outlets fixated on the shifts in the cosmetics market.
Today, Thermalabs has furnished the cosmetics market with a total of over 40 different products.
Most of these are either self-tanners or tanning accessories. However, the company has created a
total of four sub-brands to diversify its operations. These include Supremasea, Tent World, Organic
Healthcare, and Thermalabs Air. Supremasea creates skincare products based on Dead Sea salts,
while Tent World is the prime brand in charge of the company’s range of outdoor shelters. Organic
Healthcare is a fairly new sub-brand that manufacturers 100% bio-organic health products, and
Thermalabs Air is the brand in charge of all the company’s airbrushing machines.
Thermalabs Air has so far furnished the market with a total of 6 comprehensive airbrushing systems,
and at least three distinct airbrushing accessories. Thermalabs Inagua airbrushing kit is a system
that’s designed to make work easier for tattoo artists, beauticians, makeup professionals, cake
makers, and spray tanning buffs. The system operates at the touch of a button and runs on a battery
(rechargeable). Thermalabs has said that its Inagua system offers clear advantages compared to
the competition’s offering. The machine has a low maintenance nozzle, adjustable spray patterns,
and disburses a fine professional mist.
Alex Howard, the Thermalabs top marketing coordinator, said, “We are glad to introduce our
brand-new airbrushing system. The Inagua machine is designed for use by both novice and
professional artists. It comes in handy whether you’re looking to decorate cakes, disburse makeup
mist, or create body art. This machine has a low maintenance nozzle, adjustable spray patterns, and
many other distinct advantages compared to similar hardware from the competition. Our customers
can now get this machine online via Amazon.com, as well as via our e-commerce outlet
Thermalabs.biz…”
Contact Information
For more information contact Ada Laush of Thermalabs (http://)
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